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Zonescan Alpha monitoring sy stem uses intelligent sensors to significantly  reduce water loss caused by

leaks. Photograph: Gutermann

By installing a fixed, automatic leak monitoring system at various points in its network,

South German utility company Albstadtwerke has so far reduced water loss by 2m

litres.

A forward-thinking business that pioneers new approaches across all of the utilities it

provides, Albstadtwerke trialled Zonescan Alpha monitoring technology on part of its

network in 2010. Designed and made by leak specialists Gutermann, this technology is

the first fixed network monitoring system in the water sector capable of correlating leak

data and pinpointing leaks automatically and remotely.

Water leakage is a significant problem for water companies. Leaky pipes in the Victorian

distribution system in the UK often cause a loss rate of as much as one third of fresh

water production. Losses are lower in continental Europe but rarely less than between

10 – 15%. With more than 90% of leaks underground it can be years before they're

detected and conventional detection techniques tend to be reactive, ineffective and often

too expensive to apply consistently.

While the initial capital investment is high, Zonescan Alpha has the potential to give

utility companies of any size complete control over their water distribution network. It

works by permanently deploying intelligent sensors every several hundred metres along

the network. These pick up leaks, transmitting data by radio, and by GPRS or ethernet

to a control centre.

In the first phase, the system locates obvious leaks that have previously gone

undetected. Over time the accumulative collection of sound data enables the system to
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identify small and more difficult leaks, at the same time raising an alarm when new leaks

appear. No further leak detection work is necessary – once the leak has been identified

it's simply a question of verifying the location and undertaking repairs.

The results are impressive. During the Albstadtwerke trial period, the system found 10

large pipe leaks in a test area of 60km. Each of these was accurate to within one metre

and provided insight into the type of pipe material and size of the leak, allowing the

company to schedule repair works more effectively.

Since rolling out the system to other parts of its network Albstadtwerke has cut the time

and effort used to find leaks to a minimum, with costs running at a fraction of former

levels. At the same time, the ability to analyse historical leak data and information about

the condition of pipes is improving the management of the infrastructure and,

subsequently, the sustainability of the network.
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